MEMORANDUM

To: Lawrence Williams
   Chair, Undergraduate Council

From: Elaine Charlson

Date: September 30, 2008

Re: Undergraduate Council Approvals

I have approved all council recommendations related to CBM003 forms:

UC 9763 08F: ECE 3336: Introduction to Circuits and Electronics
UC 9764 08F: PETR 1111: Introduction to Hydrocarbon Resources (new course)
UC 9765 08F: PETR 3315: Introduction to Well Logging (new course)
UC 9766 08F: CIVE 3334: Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulic Engineering (new course)
UC 9769 08F: SCM 4369: Supply Chain Management Internship
UC 9774 08F: HDFS 4319: Theory and Practice in Programs for Young Children II